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Abstract—In this paper, we will show throughput measurement
results of I/O operations of Ceph, Sheepdog, GlusterFS, and
XtreemFS, especially when they are used as virtual disk image
stores in a large scale virtual machine hosting environment. When
used as a backend storage infrastructure for a virtual machine
hosting environment, we need different evaluation indexes other
than just I/O performance since the number of machines are
huge and latency between machines and storage infrastructure
may be longer in such environment. The simple I/O performance
measurement results show that GlusterFS and XtreemFS perform better in read operation cases than Ceph and Sheepdog
even though both are supported by the virtualization software
(QEMU/KVM) natively. For write operation cases Sheepdog
performed better than others. This paper introduces two indexes, P arallelismImpactRatio and LatencyImpactRation, to
evaluate robustness against the number of virtual machines in
operation and network latency. We found that GlusterFS and
XtreemFS are more robust against both increasing number of
virtual machines and network latency than Ceph and Sheepdog.

I. BACKGROUND
The hosting service is one of the major Internet services
which has been provided by many Internet service providers
for long time. The service was originally using physical
computers located in a datacenter to host services of their
customers, however, the virtualization technology changed
the hosting infrastructure drastically. Many hosting services,
except some mission critical services or services which require
high performance, are now providing their services using
virtual host computers.
The important point of virtualization in service operation is
that the efficiency in multiplexing computing resources. We
want to put as many virtual machines as possible as long as
we can keep the service level agreement. A virtual machine
migration technology contributes this goal. If we have multiple
virtual machines which does not consume a lot of resources
in multiple physical machines, we can aggregate those virtual
machines to fewer number of physical machines using a live
migration technology without stopping them.
Usually, such a migration operation is utilized within a single datacenter only, however, considering the total efficiency of
service provider operations, we need global resource mobility

strategy among multiple datacenters ([1], [2], [3]). One of the
essential technologies to achieve this goal is a storage system
for virtual machines. When a virtual machine moves from
one physical computer to another computer, both physical
computers must keep providing the same virtual disk image
to the virtual machine. We are typically using NFS or iSCSI
technologies at this moment, however it is difficult to design
a redundant and robust storage infrastructure in a wide area
service operation. Recent research papers show that distributed
storage management systems ([4], [5], [6], [7]) are becoming
mature. We are now at the stage to start considering other
choices when designing a virtual storage infrastructure.
When considering distributed storage systems, just focusing
on the I/O performance is not enough, if we use them as backend storage systems for virtual machines. We need evaluation
indexes which are suitable to the virtualization environment.
In this paper, we investigate the possibility and potential
of recent distributed file/storage systems as virtual machine
backend storage systems and evaluate their I/O throughput
in a realistic large scale storage infrastructure which consists
of 88 distributed storage nodes. We then define two evaluation indexes for the virtualization environment; ParallelismImpactRatio and LatencyImpactRatio. We evaluate impact
to the throughput which may be affected by the number
of virtual machines running in parallel and by the network
latency assuming that virtual machines are operated in multiple
datacenters geographically distributed.
II. TARGET S YSTEMS
A. Virtualization
The virtual machine hosting environment we used in this
measurement was QEMU ([8], [9]) and KVM ([10], [11]).
The host operating system was Linux (Ubuntu 12.04.1 LTS)
and the version of QEMU/KVM software was 1.0 (the kvm
package provided for the Ubuntu 12.04.1 LTS system).
B. File/Storage Systems
We selected the following four different stores in this
experiment, with the first three belonging to the hash-based

distribution family, and the last one belonging to the metadatabased family. The reason of the choice is that these four
systems are well-known and the implementation of these
file/storage systems are publicly available. We are focusing
on the performance of real implementations in this paper.
• Ceph
Ceph ([4], [12]) is a distributed object-based storage
system designed to be POSIX-compatible, and highly
distributed without a single point of failure. On March
2010, Ceph was merged into Linux kernel 2.6.34, enabling easy integration with popular Linux distributions,
although the software is still under development. Ceph
provides multiple interfaces to access the data, including
a file system, rbd1 , RADOS [13], and C/C++ binding.
In this experiment, instead of the file system interface,
we utilized the rbd interface, which is also supported
by QEMU. This rbd interface relies on CRUSH [14], a
Replication Under Scalable Hashing [15] variant with the
support of uniform data distribution according to device
weights.
• Sheepdog
Sheepdog ([5], [16]) is a distributed object-based storage
system specifically designed for QEMU. Sheepdog utilizes a cluster management framework such as Corosync
[17] or Apache ZooKeeper [18] for easy maintenance of
storage node grouping. Data distribution is based on the
consistent hashing algorithm. QEMU supports sheepdog’s
object interface natively (the sheepdog method2 ) similar
to Ceph’s rbd interface.
• GlusterFS
GlusterFS ([6], [19]) is a distributed filesystem based
on a stackable user space design. It relies on consistent
hashing to distribute the data based on a file name. The
data is stored on a disk using native formats of a backend
storage node. One of the interesting features of GlusterFS
is that metadata management is fully distributed, therefore
there is no special nodes for metadata management.
GlusterFS provides POSIX semantics to its client nodes.
• XtreemFS
XtreemFS ([7], [20]) is an open source object-based,
distributed file system for wide area network. The file
system replicates objects for fault tolerance and caches
data and metadata to improve performance over highlatency links. XtreemFS relies on a centralized point
for metadata management and for data access. The file
system provided by XtreemFS is guaranteed to have
POSIX semantics even in the presence of concurrent
access.
TABLE I summarizes the properties of target systems.
III. T ESTBED E NVIRONMENT
We utilized StarBED3 [21] which is operated by National
Institute of Information and Communications Technology
1 http://ceph.com/wiki/QEMU-RBD/

TABLE II
T HE SPECIFICATION OF SERVER
Model
CPUs
Cores
Memory
HDD
NIC 0, 1, 2, 3
NIC 4, 5

Management Network
172.16.23.0/24

Experiment Network
10.1.0.0/24

11@eth4

k011

1@eth0

12@eth4

k012

12@eth0

13@eth4

k019

13@eth0

21@eth4

k021

21@eth0

100@eth4

k100

100@eth0

Fig. 1.

NODES

Cisco UCS C200 M2
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5670 @ 2.93GHz × 2
12 (24 when Hyper-threading is on)
48GB
SATA 500G × 2
Broadcom BCM5709 Gigabit Ether
Intel 82576 Gigabit Ether

GlusterFS configuration
* 3 replicas x 2 stripes
* Cluster: k012-k019, k021-k100
* Non brick holders: k040, k060, k080, k100
* Connected to local GlusterFS entity and
provide a virtual machine storage as a
filesystem
Ceph configuration
* 2 replicas
* Object storage nodes: k012-k019,
k021-k100
* Metadata servers: k012, k014, k016, k018
* Monitor servers: k013, k015, k017, k019
* KVM directly uses Ceph storage as a
virtual machine storage
XtremeFS configuration
* 3 replicas
* Directory server: k013
* Metadata and Replica Catalog: k012
* Connected to local XtremeFS entity and
provide a virtual machine storage as a
filesystem
sheepdog configuration
* 3 replicas
* Zookeeper: k012-k019

Node layout of distributed file/storage systems

Japan4 . StarBED provides more than 1000 server nodes interconnected via 1Gbps switches which can be reconfigured to
topologies suitable for our experiment plans. More information
is available from the web page.
In this experiment, we used 89 server nodes to build
distributed file/storage system infrastructure. The server specification is shown in TABLE II.
The upstream switch of the servers were Brocade MLXe-32.
IV. L AYOUT OF S ERVICE E NTITIES
A. Measurement Management
Fig. 1 shows the layout of service entities of each distributed
file/storage system. The measurement topology consisted of 89
nodes.
The k011 node was used as a controller node from where we
sent measurement operation commands. k011 was also used as
a NFS server to provide shared space to record measurement
result taken on each server node. All the traffic to control
measurement scenarios and all the NFS traffic were exchanged
using the Management Network (the left hand side network of
Fig. 1) to avoid any affect to the measurement.
B. Distributed File/Storage Systems
All the nodes were attached to the Experiment Network
using a BCM5709 network interface port (the right hand side
network of Fig. 1). The file/storage systems consisted of 88
nodes, using from k012 to k100 except k020. Most of the

2 http://github.com/collie/sheepdog/wiki/Getting-Started
3 http://www.starbed.org/

4 http://www.nict.go.jp/en/index.html

TABLE I
S UMMARY OF TARGET FILE / STORAGE SYSTEMS

Metadata management
Data management
Storage style
File system
QEMU native support
Data access entry point
WAN awareness

Ceph
Multiple metadata servers
CRUSH
Object-based
Yes
rbd
Monitor node
No

Sheepdog
n/a
Consistent hasing
Object-based
No
sheepdog
any Sheepdog node
No

nodes worked as a simple storage node entity, except a few
nodes which had some special roles as described below.

GlusterFS
Distributed
Consistent hashing
File-based
Yes
No
any GlusterFS server node
No

vm1010

10.1.0.0/24
12@eth0

•

•

•

•

Ceph
Ceph requires two kinds of special nodes for its operation.
One is a Metadata Server, the other is a Monitor. In
the measurement topology, k012, k014, k016, and k018
acted as metadata servers. k013, k015, k017, k019 acted
as monitors. These nodes also acted as storage devices
(it is called as Object Storage Node, OSD). The rest of
the nodes acted as OSDs.
Ceph keeps multiple copies of data object for redundancy.
The number of the copies kept in the system is configurable. In the experiment, we chose 2 as the replication
factor in the system.
Sheepdog
Sheepdog requires a group communication infrastructure
to monitor nodes joining and leaving the storage entity.
In the experiment, Apache ZooKeeper was used for that
purpose. k012 to k019 were used for the ZooKeeper
service. All the nodes including k012 to k019 acted as
participating nodes of Sheepdog.
The Sheepdog storage system was formatted to use a
replication factor of 3 in this experiment.
GlusterFS
The metadata management in GlusterFS is fully distributed, so there is no special nodes like a metadata
server. GlusterFS provides the replication and striping
function for redundancy and performance enhancement.
In the experiment, the replication factor was set to 3 and
the striping factor was set to 2.
Since GlusterFS requires the total number of nodes to be
a multiple of the value of replicas × stripes, the number
of participating nodes must be divisible by 6 in this case.
Therefore, k040, k060, k080, and k100 were not used
as a participating node in GlusterFS. The remaining 84
nodes were used to construct the GlusterFS system.
XtreemFS
XtreemFS requires two kinds of special nodes. One is
a Directory Server, the other is a Metadata and Replica
Catalog, MRC. k013 was used as a directory server, and
k012 was used as a MRC.
As similar to other systems, XtreemFS can have multiple
copies of data object. In the experiment, 3 copies of data
were kept in the system.

XtreemFS
Centralized
Key-Value
Object-based
Yes
No
Metadata server
Yes

1.10@eth0
k012

0.1@virbr0

10.10.0.0/16

vm1020

k011

1@eth0
1.20@eth0
13@eth0

k013

0.1@virbr0

10.10.0.0/16

vm1030

1.30@eth0
21@eth0

k021

0.1@virbr0

10.10.0.0/16

vm1220

1.220@eth0
40@eth0

k040

0.1@virbr0

10.10.0.0/16

k012, k013, k021 to k040 nodes have virtual machines 10.10.1.10 to 10.10.1.229 (vm1010 to vm1220)
k014, k015, k041 to k060 nodes have virtual machines 10.10.2.10 to 10.10.2.229 (vm2010 to vm2220)
k016, k017, k061 to k080 nodes have virtual machines 10.10.3.10 to 10.10.3.229 (vm3010 to vm3220)
k018, k019, k081 to k100 nodes have virtual machines 10.10.4.10 to 10.10.4.229 (vm4010 to vm4220)

Fig. 2.

The layout of virtual machines

Since each server node has two disks, the storage space
in each storage nodes was allocated in a different disk (in the
second disk) from the boot drive (the first disk) which contains
OS and other system software.
C. Virtual Machines
All the nodes except k011 acted as QEMU hypervisors. Fig.
2 shows the topology for virtual machines. Each hypervisor
has one virtual machine. The network provided at each hypervisor for virtual machines is a NATed network built by a
network bridging function and NAT software. We used the
bridge-utils package and the dnsmasq-base package provided
for the Ubuntu 12.04.1 LTS system.
Virtual machine disk images were served by the QEMU hypervisor. Depending on the underlying distributed file/storage
systems, the following configuration parameters were used.
• Ceph
QEMU has a built-in Ceph OSD disk image support
as the rbd method. A virtual machine disk image was
divided into units of the Ceph OSD object, and distributed
through the OSD system.
• Sheepdog
QEMU has a built-in Sheepdog disk image support as

•

•

the sheepdog method. Similar to Ceph, a virtual machine
disk image was divided into units of the Sheepdog object
and distributed among the storage entities.
GlusterFS
At this time of writing, QEMU does not have any
direct support of GlusterFS. Since GlusterFS provides
an ordinal filesystem interface, we simply mounted the
GlusterFS using FUSE [22] on each hypervisor and put
all the virtual machine disk images into the mounted
directory. Each disk image was divided into two pieces
(since we used the striping factor of 2), and 3 copies of
each piece were distributed among the storage entities.
XtreemFS
There is no XtreemFS direct support in QEMU either.
Similar to the GlusterFS operation, we mounted the
XtreemFS volume on each hypervisor using FUSE and
put all the virtual machine disk images in the directory.
Each disk image was divided into units of the XtreemFS
object and distributed to the storage entities.

k012

k013

k021

k040

k017

k061

RTT
20ms

•

•

•

•

Parallel-1
In the Parallel-1 case, only one virtual machine executes the measurement program. That means the virtual
machine can occupy the entire distributed file/storage
systems in this case. We run the measurement program
on ten different virtual machines sequentially.
Parallel-10
In the Parallel-10 case, 10 different virtual machines run
the measurement command simultaneously. Each virtual
machine is located in different hypervisors.
Parallel-20
Same as the Parallel-10 case, except the number of virtual
machines is 20.
Parallel-44
Same as the Parallel-10 case, except the number of virtual
machines is 44.

We also performed the same measurement in a network
environment with different latency aiming to emulate wide
area network as shown in Fig. 3. We divided 88 storage nodes
into 4 groups, each of which has 22 nodes. Nodes in the same
group can communicate without any delay, however, nodes
in different group have 10ms delay in each direction. This
configuration roughly emulates four datacenters located in four
different locations.

k060

RTT
20ms

k018

k019

k081

k100

The latency parameter configuration

V. M EASUREMENT P ROCEDURES
The main goal of this measurement is to evaluate the
maximum performance we can achieve when we use distributed file/storage systems as virtual machine disk image
storage systems, and to evaluate their robustness against the
number of running virtual machines and network latency. The
measurement tool used in the experiment was the Bonnie++
benchmark software [23].
To evaluate the impact of the scale of the virtual machine
infrastructure, we conducted four types of tests:

RTT
20ms

k080

Fig. 3.

k015

k041

RTT
20ms

RTT
20ms

k016

k014

RTT
20ms

VI. R ESULTS
A. Write Throughput
Fig. 4 shows the result of the throughput measurement of
write operations. Each bar in the figure corresponds to each
virtual machine.
In character write operations (Fig. 4(a)), we can observe
Ceph and Sheepdog show slightly better performance than
GlusterFS and XtreemFS in the Parallel-1, Parallel-20, and
Parallel-44 cases. When the number of parallel operation
increases, fluctuation of the throughput is observed especially
in Sheepdog, GlusterFS, and XtreemFS cases. Ceph is more
stable than others.
In block write operations (Fig. 4(b)), Ceph shows twice
as much throughput as that of Sheepdog and five times as
much throughput as those of GlusterFS and XtreemFS cases,
as long as the number of running virtual machine is one. When
we run multiple virtual machines in parallel, Sheepdog gives
better performance than others. Sheepdog, GlusterFS, and
XtreemFS show some fluctuation in their throughput results.
Ceph works more stable than others, however, its throughput is
worse especially when the number of parallel virtual machines
increases.
B. Read Throughput
Fig. 5 shows the result of the throughput measurement of
read operations.
In character read operations (Fig. 5(a)), GlusterFS and
XtreemFS perform slightly better than Ceph and Sheepdog.
We can observe many missing bars in the result of GlusterFS
and XtreemFS. This is expected behavior of Bonnie++. When
a test operation completes in too short time, Bonnie++ does
not provide any result because it may give inaccurate result.
For precise measurement, we need to increase the amount of
read operation in the measurement procedure so that we can
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Read throughput

get reasonable operation time to calculate trustable value of
read throughput.
In block read operations (Fig. 5(b)), GlusterFS and
XtreemFS give almost similar performance and they are quite
better than Ceph and Sheepdog. In the Parallel-1 case, GlusterFS performs around 8 times and 18 times better than Ceph
and Sheepdog respectively. In the Parallel-44 case, GlusterFS
performs around 165 times and 48 times better than Ceph and
Sheepdog respectively.
We can also observe the number of running virtual machines
in parallel affects the performance in Ceph and Sheepdog
cases. GlusterFS and XtreemFS seem to be more robust in
parallel operations.
C. Throughput with Latency
Fig. 6 shows the impact of network latency. In each chart in
Fig. 6, the left hand side chart shows the result with no latency,
and the right hand side chart (with the gray background) shows
the result with 20ms latency as described in section V.

Different from the previous figures, the bars in Fig. 6 show
the average throughput of multiple virtual machines. The blue,
green, yellow, and red bars indicate the average throughput of
the Parallel-1, Parallel-10, Parallel-20, and Parallel-44 cases.
We can observe that in both read and write operation cases,
network latency affects the performance of the operations
significantly, except for the read operations of GlusterFS and
XtreemFS. Their read throughput did not show big degradation
even though there was 20ms network latency.
D. Scalability
We can also observe that scalability of GlusterFS and
XtreemFS is better than that of Ceph and Sheepdog from
Fig. 6. When the number of virtual machines running in
parallel increases, Ceph and Sheepdog tend to show performance degradation, while GlusterFS and XtreemFS can keep
almost same performance regardless of the number of virtual
machines.
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(d) Block read
Impact of latency and impact of the number of virtual machines

VII. D ISCUSSION
We observed Ceph and Sheepdog provided good performance in character write operations. Although the difference
was not so big actually. The performance of Ceph was around
122% of that of GlusterFS. Sheepdog was almost the same.
Interestingly, the performance of block write operations of
Ceph was better than others when we ran only one virtual
machine in the entire system, however, when we ran multiple
virtual machines, the performance went worst. This result
means that the concurrent access to Ceph OSDs have some
bottleneck. Technically, the mechanism to provide virtual disk
in Ceph is similar to that of Sheepdog. We were initially
expecting Ceph and Sheepdog would show similar performance trend, but they were different. In this measurement
experiment, we used the rbd method provided by QEMU to
serve virtual disks to virtual machines. That method is simply
using Ceph OSDs as distributed object stores, and is not using
the filesystem part of Ceph. If we used Ceph as a filesystem
as similar to GlusterFS and XtreemFS, the result might be
different.
For read operations, GlusterFS and XtreemFS provided
better performance in both character read and block read
operations. Especially in block read operations of the Parallel44 case, GlusterFS was 164 times better than Ceph, and 48
times better than Sheepdog. XtreemFS performed similarly.
The difference between these two groups was that we used
QEMU direct support functions for Ceph and Sheepdog (the
rbd method as described before, and the sheepdog method
respectively) to provide virtual disks to virtual machines,
while we used GlusterFS and XtreemFS through hypervisor’s
filesystem. We think the caching strategy of hypervisor’s
filesystem contributed the better read performance. As noted
before, Ceph can also be used as a filesystem. The performance
measurement when we use Ceph as a filesystem is one of our
future works.
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Parallel-10

0

Ceph
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Parallelism impact ratio

Since we are targeting a wide are operation of virtual machines for geographically distributed datacenters, the impact
of latency, and the impact of the number of virtual machines
in operation in the system are important evaluation factors.
Fig. 7 shows the parallelism impact ratio calculated from
equation 1.
P arallelismImpactRatio =

T hroughputP arallel−X
T hroughputP arallel−1

(1)

Where T hroughputP arallel−1 is average throughput of I/O
operations when we run only one virtual machine at one time.
T hroughputP arallel−X is average throughput of I/O operations of the parallel case P arallel − X(X = 10, 20, or44).
In write operations, we can observe the trend that the
performance becomes worse as the number of virtual machines
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required on each distributed file/storage system. The smaller
background traffic is better. This is our future task.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
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increases. In read operations, Ceph and Sheepdog have the
similar trend, however, GlusterFS and XtreemFS does not have
any impact of parallelism.
Fig. 8 shows the latency impact ratio calculated from
equation 2.
LatencyImpactRatio =

T hroughputDelay20
T hroughputDelay0

(2)

Where T hroughputDelay0 is average throughput measured
in the base topology without any latency configuration,
T hroughputDelay20 is average throughput measured in the
topology with the latency configuration as shown in Fig. 3.
We can observe that GlusterFS is the most robust system
against network latency than others. XtreemFS is also good,
however, we can see notable throughput degradation in block
write operations performed by multiple virtual machines in
parallel.
The performance degradation of Sheepdog is most significant when there is a latency in a network.
In block read/write operations of Ceph and Sheepdog, the
ratio goes better when the number of parallel virtual machines
increases. This means that the impact of network latency
becomes smaller and smaller when we have more number
of virtual machines. It seems that XtreemFS is also showing
similar trend, however, we think we need more data to say so.
For character read/write operations, we cannot see such
trend as that of block operations. It seems that the impact
of latency is constant in most cases. Only the character read
operations of Sheepdog is showing increasing throughput as
the number of virtual machine goes up, however, we think we
need more data to be confident.
One another important evaluation factor which is not investigated this time is the data transfer efficiency. When we
perform a certain amount of read or write operations, we
need to measure how much amount of background traffic is

The virtualization technology enabled us to operate more
number of computers to host real services. One of the merit of
virtualization is that it makes it easy to move virtual resources
among physical machines. To achieve more efficient operation
of datacenters, we need to provide the mechanism to migrate
virtual resources among datacenters to aggregate them to fewer
physical machines. To do that, distributed file/storage system
which can be operated in a wide area network is required.
In this paper, we picked Ceph, Sheepdog, GlusterFS, and
XtreemFS and evaluated them as a backend storage system for
virtual machines. The evaluation result shows that GlusterFS
and XtreemFS provide far better read performance (we observed 164 times better performance at maximum). Sheepdog
provides better block write performance.
We defined two new storage evaluation indexes for a virtualization environment; ParallelismImpactRatio and LatencyImpactRatio. From these indexes, we observed that the number
of virtual machines running in parallel does matter for all the
systems. When the number grows, the throughput goes down,
however, for block read operations, GlusterFS and XtreemFS
are not affected by this factor. The latency impact exists,
however, we observed the trend that when we increase the
number of virtual machines, the impact is going to small.
From what we have achieved from the experiment, our current suggestion of the distributed file/storage system for virtual
machine image storage is GlusterFS or XtreemFS. We still
need to evaluate more factors, such as data transfer efficiency,
which is important especially in a wide area operation. We
will keep investigating the distributed file/storage systems to
build better wide area virtualization environment.
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